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case study

Legal & General
New consolidated office space inspires  
collaboration for relocated workforce

The challenge

Kinly has been working as a dedicated partner to leading 
insurance provider, Legal & General (L&G), since 2020, 
providing audiovisual (AV) design, build, and support 
maintenance services across multiple UK sites.

In 2022, Kinly was asked to develop an innovative AV  
package for L&G’s new state of the art site in Cardiff,  
working alongside ISG and Hewshott. Through this new site, 
L&G would consolidate two of its Group offices into a single 
120,000 sq. ft facility, enhancing collaboration between 
employees and clients throughout the Welsh region. 

The move would see 1,800 L&G employees relocating  
into a modern, eight storey office within Cardiff’s  
Interchange building, neighbouring a range of  
businesses including Kinly clients, the BBC and HMRC. 

In line with Legal & General’s wider commitments to  
ESG, their fit out will target net zero carbon commitments  
and reduced embodied carbon throughout the base build  
as well as targeting Well Gold and BREEAM standards.  
These goals played an important role in how Kinly  
approached the delivery of the project.



The solution

START/END 

NOVEMBER 2022 
– AUGUST 2023

LOCATION(S)

CARDIFF, UK

SECTOR

FINANCE

CONTRACT TYPE

DIRECT

MAIN CONTRACTOR

ISG

Kinly delivered a full AV package spanning  
all eight floors, with the aim of transforming 
how employees, customers and partners 
work together. 

Larger spaces include a Town Hall and 3-way Divisible room with further 
floors providing Training rooms, BYOD pods, Pitch rooms and Yealink 
Microsoft Teams Rooms for meetings.

The reception space featured a 109” 1.2mm Leyard video wall alongside  
a 100” Sony display for digital signage communications which was  
expanded throughout the floors on displays and wayfinding totems  
using Sony displays and a Onelan signage platform.

The Town Hall space includes a projection solution from Epson coupled 
with a repeater display and multiple Yealink cameras to enable remote 
participation. QSC column speakers and Sennheiser microphones ensure 
audio clarity which can be managed via a QSC touch panel.

The 3-way Divisible space encompasses three standard Yealink Teams 
rooms which can combined to create a much larger Teams space to cater  
for various meetings and events. In full open mode dual 85” displays  
are utilised alongside the standard meeting room displays which act  
as repeaters. Ceiling mics, speakers and presenter camera are then 
activated via the in-room QSC touch panel.

The dedicated training rooms feature dual 85” Sony displays, Yealink Teams 
solutions, Sennheiser TeamConnect2 ceiling mics along with QSC Core DSP 
and ceiling speakers. The Pitch rooms mirror this with single displays whilst 
the BYOD Pods provide dual Sony displays and a Yealink video bar  
for simple connectivity.



The result

Kinly successfully implemented the comprehensive AV package into  
the Interchange for L&G, playing a pivotal role in the formation of the  
new state-of-the-art facility for the company which maximises the 
potential for collaboration as well as enhancing the user experience.

Alongside the AV implementation, Kinly provided a week of user adoption 
and onsite training services, an ongoing service contract as well as 
providing an engineer permanently onsite for one month following  
the install for enhanced support. 

Through this training and support, L&G has been able to ensure that even 
the most advanced and innovative technologies are being used regularly 
and to their full capacity for maximum workplace impact.

The testimonial
Ian Bates, Technology Lead, Future of Work Programme, Legal & General:

“From design through to final install, the journey with the Kinly team has been professional 
and collaborative to the end.

We have partnered in delivering a first-class AV experience for our new building in Cardiff 
and as a result, our employees will not only have a heightened training and meeting room 
journey but will also be able to wow future customers in our new 8th floor business suite.

This now sets the bar for our future growth and has also built a strong foundation we can 
build on with Kinly as an organisation.”

Why Kinly?
Bringing people & technology together for better 
productivity wherever the work happens — because 
great things happen when people work together.


